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PROPOSED TUITION HIKE

Walkout continues on campus
BY MARGARET GUTIERREZ
STAFF WRITER
In response to proposed tuition
hikes, San Jose State students
rallied on campus Tuesday to
protest the tuition increases and
voice their concerns about the
potential impact they could have
on students.
The California State University
Board of Trustees met at its board
meeting on Tuesday. Among
the topics of discussion was a
proposal to raise tuition at all
California State Universities for
the 2017-2018 academic year.
“[For] people that don’t know
about it, it’s a way to create
awareness,” said psychology
junior Maria Gutierrez. “It’s a
way to show our administration
or chancellors, the people that are
there with the power, know that
it’s affecting us. And it’s a huge
problem not only in San Jose, but
all over California.”
This tuition increase will not
only affect SJSU students, but
will apply to students attending
CSU
institutions
across
California. Under the proposed
tuition
increases,
full-time
undergraduate students would
have to pay an additional $270
per academic year.
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Ariadna Manzo, Associated Students director of intercultural affairs and political science junior, gives a speech at the tuition walkout in
front of the Tommie Smith and John Carlos Olympic statues on Tuesday.

“When you have a tuition
increase like this, we have to
think about who’s being excluded
too,” said Ariadna Manzo,
Associated Students director of
intercultural affairs and political

science junior. “The majority of
students are of color and lowincome students who can’t afford
to come to institutions like this.
The program got cut and now
our tuition is going up. The state

MISSING

Community searches
for SJSU student
BY SELINA RAMIREZ
STAFF WRITER
A San Jose State University
student was reported missing over
the weekend. Anne Elizaga, 27, left
her San Jose home on Friday and
never returned.
According to Elizaga’s longtime
friend Cristina Quattrin, Elizaga left
her home to meet with a man named
Chris Chamblin, who she met online.
Chamblin was visiting Elizaga from
Illinois. The two were spotted purchasing
bus tickets at the Reno Greyhound bus
station on Friday evening.
“The last time I saw her in class, she was
more quiet than usual,” said journalism
junior Salvatore Maxwell. “I didn’t want
to mistake it for anything because she
was a very diligent student.”
A video acquired by Elizaga’s
family from the Reno Police
Department shows Elizaga and
Chamblin buying two tickets to Los
Angeles for Tuesday at 7:15 a.m.
Elizaga’s family has been in
Reno since learning of Elizaga’s
whereabouts. They waited for Elizaga
at the Reno bus station on Tuesday
morning, but Elizaga did not show.
“I believe she is being held against her
will,” Quattrin said. “He is controlling

PHOTO COURTESY OF CRISTINA QUATTRIN
Journalism transfer Ann Marie Elizaga was last
seen on camera in Reno, Nev.

her because she is vulnerable.”
Elizaga has a speech impediment
and a learning disability.
Quattrin said Elizaga’s cell phone
and social media accounts were
disconnected and any app that
could ping her location was also
turned off and didn’t work.

See ELIZAGA page 2

priorities are not on students.”
According to the CSU website,
the proposed tuition increases
intend to benefit the student
population by enabling public
universities in California to

recruit and hire more faculty
and student advisers. As a result
of the increase in teaching staff,
the universities would be able to
offer more classes, which would
help increase graduation times for
students if the hikes pass.
“I feel it is ridiculous,” said
Luis
Cervantes
Rodriguez,
A.S. director of community
and sustainability affairs and
environmental studies senior.
“The whole point to raising
tuition is to help the student’s
success and graduation rates. But
it doesn’t make sense to me as a
student that they are increasing
someone’s tuition.”
Several students voiced concerns
for minority and low-income
students. The statements made
by CSU on its website, however,
indicate that the proposed tuition
increase would not affect 60
percent of the student population
because these tuition hikes would
be offset by financial aid, state
waivers, CAL grants and state
university grants.
The jury is still out on the
proposal to increase tuition and
the final decision will be made
this Wednesday at noon.

Follow Margaret on Twitter
@maggieslara

ELECTION

A.S. candidates meet and
greet Spartans at mixer
BY SATVIR SAINI
STAFF WRITER
Associated Students Government elections
for 2017 are here. The election kickoff was
held in the Student Union on Tuesday.
Students attended the event to meet the
candidates for A.S. government. The event
started with food and games as candidates
walked around and introduced themselves
to their running mates as well as others
who were in attendance.
Current executives were not in attendance
because they are in Long Beach for an
education board meeting.
Some of the candidates running for
president include economics junior Ricky
Maldonado, political science junior Ariadna
Manzo and public relations senior Ashley
Thomas-Williams.
“I want to increase involvement on
campus and make the college experience
fun,” Maldonado said.
Running for president means you need
to have a passion and a goal that you want
to reach. Keeping in contact with fellow
students can help accomplishing those goals.
“I am running for president because
I am very passionate about equity and
inclusion,” Manzo said.
Involvement on campus will make a
stronger community on campus. If students
know what is going on with events, more
students will participate in the community.
“I want to give as much as I can back
to the community. Student involvement

enhances your college career,” ThomasWilliams said.
Environmental studies senior Chelsea
Busick is running for director of student
resource affairs.
“I am a part of the global awakening
club and I love the passion coming from
people and their uniqueness and the
ability to feel free around me makes me
feel free in return,” Busick said. “It’s my
passion to support people and to have a
healthy community.”
The position of director of intercultural
affairs has six candidates.
Two of the candidates included public
relations junior Tuan Nguyen and
undeclared freshman Mira Mustafa.
“My classes and my personal
experiences are the reason I want to run
for this position,” Nguyen said. “It is my
inspiration to reach my goals and spread
the message of unity and diversity.”
Wanting to bring together the community is
a step forward for the candidates running for
intercultural affairs.
“The community is really divided,”
Mustafa said. “I feel it is very important
to bring communities from all different
backgrounds, genders and sexual preferences
together and create a communication and
build a sense of respect.”
Director of Business Affairs candidates
include a management information systems
junior Malik Akil and business finance

See GOVERNMENT page 2
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Authors Andrew Lam, Margo True, Jacqueline Harmon Butler and Janis Cooke Newman share their strangest excursions at the Food and Travel Writing Panel Tuesday at the Student Union Theater.

Writing conference brings traveling
authors to the Student Union Theater
BY CAROLINA IBARRA
STAFF WRITER
Tales of dizzying drives down Italian roads, unorthodox
love affairs, distant immigrant journeys and unusual
foreign food flowed endlessly at Tuesday’s Food and
Travel Writing Panel.
Hosted and organized by the Center for Literary Arts
(CLA), the event presented audience members with an
opportunity to get an inside look at the life of a writer.
“This was a really fantastic opportunity to see how these
writers look at the world,” said author Michelle McGurk.
“And then how they turn that into their storytelling.”
The panel consisted of authors Janis Cooke Newman,
Jacqueline Harmon Butler, Margo True and Andrew
Lam. Newman was appointed as panel moderator for the
evening discussion.
CLA’s free panel session provided those present with
the opportunity to gain insight on the world of travel
writing. Whether it be authors like McGurk or simply
curious readers, the session allowed guests to hear travel
tales shared directly from writers, rather than read
it in print.

When questioned, many audience members admitted to
a desire to dabble in the food and travel writing industry.
Authors shared the career journeys that eventually
led them to their current achievements in the world
of publishing.
“In a lot of ways these events are not just about the
particular genre,” said junior Brian Adam, who is also an
assistant for the CLA. “They’re also about origin stories
from authors and how they got here and how we might
see our own journeys differently.”
Butler spoke of an exciting love affair with a younger
man and the excruciating faux pas of mistakenly using
inappropriate Italian slang. The author’s tales of mischief
and misfortune elicited chuckles from audience members.
“I hadn’t really thought about people’s experience with
food,” said English senior Corrine Wilson. “It gives you
an insight into culture or life. I love food, so it makes me
want to try more.”
Authors spoke of their travels and the ways in which
food allowed them to delve into diverse cultures in the
most authentic way possible as an outsider. Writers
offered a wide spectrum of suggestions for audience

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

CSUs come together
to protest tuition hike
BY ELIZABETH RODRIGUEZ
STAFF WRITER
LONG BEACH, Calif. — College
students from San Jose State University
and about 11 other California State
Universities showed up Tuesday at CSU
Long Beach to protest the proposed tuition
increase by the CSU Board of Trustees.
On Tuesday morning 13 SJSU students
left to Long Beach as a part of a free
sponsored trip by SJSU’s Students for
Quality Education (SQE) and the
California Faculty Association (CFA).
Among those students is Associated
Students Vice President Eric Medrano.
“When Biggie Smalls said ‘more money,
more problems’ he obviously was not
dealing with student loans, rising tuition,
crippling or anxiety,” said Daniel Basilio,
a mechanical engineering sophomore.
“Remember when higher education was
free? I don’t.”
The proposal would increase tuition
by five percent. Undergraduate students
would pay an additional $270 per year and
graduate students would pay $438 per year.
The increase would be enacted as early as
Fall 2017, generating $77.7 million dollars

GOVERNMENT
Continued from page 1
junior Sandra Gamez.
“I am running for this position
because I really like helping students,”
said Akil. “I can expand my reach with
students in the community because of
how many commuters we have.”
Being a part of campus and the
community can help the candidates get
elected by the students.
“I wanted to get more involved on
campus and I want to make a change,”
Gamez said.
Finance junior candidate Joshua

for the 2017-18 academic year.
About 60 students from different CSU’s
arrived at the Second Samoan Church in
Long Beach where they received training
prior to arriving at CSU Long Beach on
Wednesday morning.
A sign making event was held on Tuesday
where students made signs that read “Free
the CSU” and “We Are Done Being Your
Profit.” McKinley Brucker, a student from
California Polytechnic School, attended
the event.
“I’m here as a CSU student who struggles
to pay the bills,” Brucker said “I’m here to
reclaim the CSU and articulate our needs
and our wants.”
CSU Chancellor Timothy White
proposed the tuition last fall in response to
a $168.8 million budget shortfall from the
state of California.
For the past five years, the CSU has been
unable to raise tuition due to a freeze won
by CSU students.
The final vote on the tuition increase
will be decided Wednesday at noon.

members to find the best food spots in foreign countries
— from local advice to online reviews.
Newman noted that she had never gone wrong with a
restaurant that hosted an aquarium — a tell-tale sign of
quality food.
At the end of the speaking session, audience members
had the chance to ask panel members questions about
advice and experiences. Authors also invited those
present to join them outside for a book signing segment.
Interested audience members flocked the tables to stand
and speak with the writers on a personal basis.
Authors signed books and granted some final advice
to those gathered at the table before occupants parted
with their small glimpse at the world of the traveling
storytellers. The CLA will host two more writing
panel events featuring travel authors Wednesday and
Thursday evening at the Student Union Theater from
7 p.m. to 9 p.m.

ELIZAGA
Continued from page 1
After Elizaga did not return home,
her dad checked her call log from their
cellphone service provider and called the
phone numbers she had recently contacted.
One of the phone numbers belonged to
Chamblin. When Elizaga’s mom called
Chamblin he did not allow Elizaga to
speak with her.
According to Quattrin, Elizaga’s mood
seemed different than normal in the few
weeks leading up to Chamblin’s visit.
Quattrin said Elizaga was not her usual
upbeat, happy self and she was surprised
by Elizaga’s hesitation to talk to her when
she asked her if something was wrong.

Follow Carolina on Twitter
@xoxoxcaro

Cristina Quattrin and Elizaga met in a
journalism class at San Jose City College
and have been good friends ever since.
Quattrin said she is convinced Elizaga
is in trouble because Elizaga and her
regularly speak every day.
Quattrin also said Elizaga would never
go more than a day without contacting her
until she met up with Chamblin.
“Before this guy came out to see her
she had never spoken about him, he just
appeared,” said communicative disorders
and sciences senior Christina Dunbar, a
friend of Elizaga.

Follow Selina on Twitter
@selina_ramirez_

Anyone with information regarding the
whereabouts of Anne Elizaga are encouraged
to contact the San Jose Police Department, the
University Police Department or get in touch
with Elizaga’s immediate family or friends.

Emergency Contacts:
Emergency - 911
SJPD - 1 (408) 277-8900
UPD - 1 (408) 924-2222

Follow Elizabeth on Twitter
@elizabwithlove
Villanueva is running the position for
A.S. Controller where the position
entails finances and where money will
be spent.
“I want to see some betterment
happen on campus,” Villanueva said. “I
want students to get the most of what
they are paying for in tuition. I believe
in having a healthy lifestyle so helping
students become healthy can create a
happy campus.”
Current director of internal affairs
and corporate finance junior Thi Tran
is running for re-election.
“My main promise last election was
to expand, rebrand and understand
and I kept those promises,” Tran said.
“There is still work at Associated

Students that never ends. I want to keep
making changes for the better of the
students and community.”
Two of the candidates running for
director of student fee affairs are
finance sophomore Harrison Glasky
and management information systems
freshman Jyotsna Kethepalli.
“I want to help students know what
resources are out there for them. It is
important for students to know their
options,” Glasky said.
Many students do not know what
happens around campus and having
a candidate that will help provide
the knowledge could help the
campus community.
“Students don’t know everything that

they are paying for in their tuition.
I want them to become aware of it,”
Kethepalli said.
There are a few more mixers where
candidates will get to talk about their
viewpoints and meet more of the
student body. Voting begins on April
10 at 8 p.m. and ends April 13 at 8
a.m. The election results party will be
on April 13 at 12 p.m. at the Tommie
Smith & John Carlos Lawn.

Follow Satvir on Twitter
@satvirsaini_
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Rock pioneer Chuck Berry dead at 90
BY ANDRE JAQUEZ
STAFF WRITER
Chuck Berry, the quintessential force
behind the rock ‘n’ roll phenomenon
of postwar America, died of natural
causes on Saturday at his home near
Wentzville, Mo. at age 90. The St.
Charles County Police Department
confirmed his death via Facebook.
“Inside the home, first responders
observed
an
unresponsive
man
and
immediately
administered
lifesaving techniques,” the post said.
“Unfortunately,
the
90-year-old
man could not be revived and was
pronounced deceased at 1:26 p.m.”
More than a hit machine, more than
a duck-walking showman, Berry’s
singular genius influenced an entire
generation of musicians.
Born Charles Edward Anderson in St.
Louis, Berry was a true country boy.
Surrounded by the southern delight
of natural blues and a country twang,
he took the rawness of both sounds to
form a new style of music.
Berry’s first hit “Maybellene” released
on the renowned Chess record label in
1955, was the final tipping point for
subversive black music, rhythm and
blues, to spill all over mainstream
America’s living room floor.
“Maybellene” was the blueprint for
rock ‘n’ roll music. All the obvious
tropes we associate with the 1950s, from
the romantic narratives, the fashionable
cars to the innocent excitement, were
all there, felt clear and easy to love.
While “Roll Over Beethoven” was a
statement to the generation of old, which
was still hanging on to the highbrow
sensibility of the American Songbook
and still fascinated by the Gershwin
brother’s complexity, wallowing with
Bing Crosby and Frank Sinatra, as if
either of the two had anything more to
say than I love or loved you.
Berry was the first to articulate a
rebellion against the classical music

regime. Berry let America’s youth
know their music had arrived. Berry’s
accessibility was unmistakable. He
knew his audience very well and catered
to them willingly. Only rivaled by Elvis
Presley, Berry’s ability to resonate with
teenage listeners was topnotch and no
one knew that better than Berry.
Was it his flashy charm, his brilliantly
crafted, easily consumable treats we,
the lucky consumers, called songs that
made the man behind the Gibson guitar
so great?
Perhaps an answer lies beyond this
short column and beyond my limited
perspective on an artist before my time.
From what I can plainly tell and say
about Berry, is he was a refined talent
— bona fide talent — and an original
artist, whose significance can never be
understated.
The man behind the music was surely
an outlaw. Berry was a tax evader, a
pothead and a convicted pervert, and
served time in federal prison for his
various crimes. So the man was a
little wild — what do you expect —
it’s rock ‘n’ roll.
To many a surprise, Berry’s most
recent plans were to release a new
album. The official Chuck Berry
website said, “Since Chuck’s passing
on Saturday, the Berry family has
received many inquiries from friends,
fans and media about the status of his
forthcoming album CHUCK, which
originally announced on his 90th
birthday, Oct. 18, 2016.”
The website said working and
recording his latest record brought
Berry “a great sense of joy and
satisfaction.” I’m not expecting
“Johnny B. Goode” or “You Never Can
Tell,” but I’m sure many others, like
myself, would find Berry’s posthumous
work just as worthwhile.
Berry’s family posted a statement on
Facebook Saturday. “We are deeply
saddened to announce that Chuck
Berry — beloved husband, father,

Juggling club invites
students to drop by
BY SATVIR SAINI
STAFF WRITER
Jugglers on campus show up to join the
juggling club. Those who don’t know how
but want to learn, can also stop by to learn.
Every Monday and Wednesday at 1:30
p.m., the juggling club at San Jose State
gets together on campus. Students who
pass by are welcomed to join and engage
with the club.
Math professor Bradley Jackson started
the club and has been juggling at SJSU
since 1984.
Jackson encourages fellow math
professors and his students to join the
club. He runs the Facebook juggling
group and keeps up on meeting times and
important news. Currently the club has
students that are statistics majors.
“I’ve been juggling twice a week since
the beginning of February,” said statistics
senior Tammy Dai. “I am just a beginning
but use juggling as a stress reliever.”
The jugglers meet on the lawn around
the Associated Students House, math
building or under Duncan Hall if it is
raining. Jackson brings a big rolling
duffle bag that carries juggling equipment
from sacks for simpler tosses to pins for
more experienced jugglers.
“We enjoy ourselves as much as we
can,” Jackson said. “I just want students
and faculty to enjoy the fun that comes
from juggling.”
Jackson along with the students in the
club invite beginners to join them.
“We will teach you how to juggle,” Dai
said. “Even if you are shy and just want
to watch, we encourage others to join us
and have some fun.”
Not only are majors from the math
department interested in juggling but
also students who use juggling to build
other skills.
“I am a basketball player and juggling
really helps me with my eye and
hand coordination,” said business
entrepreneurship freshman Nima Yazdani.
Colleagues of Jackson often join him.
For those who juggle more often, their
skills build faster so they can juggle

SATVIR SAINI | SPARTAN DAILY
Bradley Jackson shows off his skills by juggling more
than two items at once.

more than three items at a time.
Jackson and the intermediate jugglers
practice juggling back and forth with each
other. It may look like they are just tossing
pins back and forth but they are using a
coordinating technique with each juggle.
Some students juggle to pass time
in between classes. If they don’t have
homework and other places to be, they
stop to juggle.
“I like to juggle in my free time
between classes and hang out with the
fellow jugglers,” statistics graduate Ryan
Shiroma said.
Shiroma walks beginners into the proper
technique of how to juggle. He starts them
off with using only two hacky sacks and
tossing them between both hands, going
right to left and then left to right. Once
the balance between two sacks works out
he adds in a third sack.
“Juggling takes a lot of practice to get
the technique down,” Dai said. “If you
think too much about it sometimes it can
confuse you. Once you start, just keep
going and you’ll be juggling faster than
you know. It took me a while to learn
that but now I can juggle and have a
conversation at the same time.”

Follow Satvir on Twitter
@satvirsaini_

grandfather and great-grandfather —
passed away at his home today at the
age of 90,” it said. “Though his health
had deteriorated recently, he spent his
last days at home surrounded by the
love of his family and friends. The
Berry family asks that you respect their
privacy during this difficult time.”

Themetta Suggs, Berry’s wife, survives
him, as well as his four children: Ingrid
Berry, Melody Eskridge, Aloha Isa
Leigh Berry and Charles Berry Jr.

Follow the Spartan Daily on Twitter
@SpartanDaily

CHUCK BERRY’S
GREATEST HITS

1

“Maybellene” (1995)

2

“Thirty Days” (1956)

3
4
5

“Roll Over Beethoven” (1956)
“Brown Eyed Handsome Man” (1957)
“School Day” (1957)
Information gathered from Billboard.com
INFOGRAPHIC BY FRANCISCO FRANCO
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Photographer examines mass-made soul concept
BY JALENY REYES
STAFF WRITER
The concept of mass-produced objects having souls
was introduced in the ongoing Tuesday Night Lecture
Series. The guest of the hour was Adam Richardson,
who discussed the subject with students and staff.
Richardson has a Bachelor’s of Fine Arts in
industrial design from the California College of the
Arts, as well as a Master’s degree in humanities from
the University of Chicago.
During this series, he introduced his photography
work to the audience which included typewriters,
computing items and cameras. He said that his
inspiration for this projection came mainly from
when he was still in design school.
“A lot of these [items] are just things I’ve accumulated
because I like them because I’ve used them as my own
products,” Richardson said. “It’s really just about the
love of the designs and the physicality on all of them
— it gives me an excuse to buy stuff on Ebay and go
out and photograph things.”
One of the main focuses were the Olivetti
typewriters, which is a brand of Italian manufactured
typewriters founded in 1908 by Camillo Olivetti.
Richardson spent a good amount of the time speaking
to the audence about the Olivetti Valentine, Praxis 48
and Lettera 36 typewriters.
He described how each of these are different from
one another, while showing some of his own photos
in the background.
All of the photographs Richardson used for this
project were purposely shot in an outdoor setting late
in the day.
“I shot with Fuji camera, - it’s a mirrorless camera and
I like it because you get exactly what you’re seeing,”
said Richardson. “I’m usually doing it by myself, I’ll
have the camera on a tripod and I don’t redo any lighting
it’s all just filter and bouncing of sunlight.”
Although the series promoted a focus on the question
of mass-produced objects having soul, Richardson
twisted that around and instead took advantage of
the hour to explain the items he had chosen for the
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Curtis Jones, an electrical engineering lecturer, uses the Olivetti typewriter following Adam Richardson’s lecture on Tuesday evening.

project and the way in they were photographed.
Jill Dela Cruz, a design studies senior, said she was
initially drawn to the series because she recently
wrote a paper about Olivetti products and she felt that
she could relate to the subject matter being discussed.
In the end, she said she was more intrigued by his
photography than the Olivetti products.
“The fact that it had to do with products having
soul,” Dela Cruz said. “The way that you can find a
human feature in an animate object, I feel like he did
a really good job in explaining that or expressing it.”
At the end of the series, Richardson said that the
soul he was trying to explore comes from the factory
in which the items are produced. He added that the

ALBUM REVIEW

‘More Life,’ even more variety
BY SANDEEP CHANDOK
SPORTS EDITOR
“More Life” is the latest release from
Drake and if this album doesn’t change your
views on him, I don’t know what will.
The self-proclaimed “6 God” dropped his
sixth studio project on March 18 putting
both the music and social media world into
an immediate frenzy.
This 22-track collection features a variety
of music in the form of rap, R&B and pop.
The pop displays both Jamaican and
British vibes — styles that Drake seems
to be trending towards especially after
“One Dance” and “Controlla” from his last
album “Views.”
Although it’s technically an album, the
cover reads “A Playlist By October Firm”
and a playlist is precisely what it is. Each
song, if listened to in order, flows smoothly
from one to the next and connects perfectly
like puzzle pieces.
Despite the constructive layout by Drake,
not all the songs appeal to my ears.
My favorite track, which was difficult
decision to choose, is “Free Smoke,” the first
track on the list. It begins with a subtle beat,
jumps into a hard one and is highlighted
by a typical corny Drake line, “Yeah y’all
already know, yeah I’m the troublemaker in
the neighborhood as far as troublemaking
goes. House party on the road, yeah.”
“More Life” provides other creative
punchlines such as “started off doing
college shows, Calipari flow,” a reference to
Kentucky Wildcats’ men’s basketball head
John Calipari who Drake is good friends
with. Trust me, it’s no coincidence that
Drake dropped this album during the time
of March Madness. Luckily for Drake and
the Wildcats, a chance at the national title is
still in the works.
Other “slaps,” as the hip-hop world
says, include “Gyalchester,” “Portland,”
“Sacrifices” and “Ice Melts.” Features on
some of these songs include Quavo, Travis
Scott, 2 Chainz and Young Thug.
My level of respect for Young Thug went
up after I heard his verses because I actually
understood what he was saying, for once.
“Teenage Fever” is the R&B fan-favorite
the Twitter world was raving about when

items can be found on his website, as well as a more
in-depth description.
As for Mackenzie Pope, an industrial design junior,
she was able to relate to the concept that products
have souls. She said that this idea has a different
meaning for her and those in her major.
“I also really appreciate his genuine take for
photography,” Pope said. “There’s a lot of the times
in industrial design that things are photoshoped and
like made to perfection and he has such an authentic
way of doing it with minimal editing.”

Follow Jaleny on Twitter
@jalenyreyes

DRINK OF THE WEEK

NO PANTIES
There’s a reason this drink has been a Chacho’s favorite since 1999.
It’s large, fruity and appealing to the eye, but if you’re not prepared, it
could quite literally knock your panties off.
The drink is made up of: Absolut Vodka, Sauza Tequila, Gordon’s Gin,
Bacardi Rum, fruit juices and to top it all off, a baby Corona. This drink
is the beginning to a great night out.

COVER ART FROM WIKIMEDIA

the album released. It’s another Drake simp
song that will have you thinking about your
past relationships and questioning where
things went wrong. I was reminiscing about
my ex-girlfriend and I don’t even have an
ex-girlfriend.
A few songs that should have been
left off the playlist are “Nothings Into
Somethings,” “Get It Together” and “No
Long Talk.” They’re nothing special and
seem like space fillers on a playlist that
didn’t need more space.
“Passionfruit” is the next big pop hit
from Drake as its island vibe and soothing
instrumental will resonate with a wide
crowd like “One Dance” did. Look for it to
top the charts soon.
I’m not saying the album is great, because
it isn’t, not to me at least, but it’s good.
I do have it fourth on my list of Drake’s best
albums. He has six in total — my favorite is
“Take Care” (the only Drake album to win
a Grammy), followed by “Nothing Was The
Same” and “Thank Me Later.”
I am enjoying “More Life” and will continue
to let it sink in through my earphones.
Don’t Drake and drive, y’all.

Follow Sandeep on Twitter
@sandeepchandok
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Do not exploit those who live different lives
TIANA WALKER

STAFF WRITER
The Learning Channel, commonly known
as TLC, has featured shows such as “19 Kids
and Counting,” “Honey Boo Boo” and “Say
Yes to the Dress.”
These shows allow you to peer into the lives
of others and experience another way of life
often very different from your own. However,
I believe that this channel blurs the lines
between walking in someone else’s shoes
and exploiting people for entertainment.
I’ll be honest, I love the show “Say Yes to
the Dress.” This show features women going
through the bridal appointment experience.
Once in a while I will stay on the channel
after the show goes off and watch what
comes on after it. I have caught glimpses of
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“My Big Fat Fabulous Life” and “I Didn’t
Know I was Pregnant”.
It’s natural to enjoy learning about someone
else’s life, but how much are you really
enjoying watching “My 600 lb Life?” If you
are, what exactly are you enjoying about
viewing the struggles of people who are
living a crippling life?
TLC also features shows that reveal
the lives of “little people” and even one
on gypsy weddings. They have multiple
series which showcase the everyday lives
of people that have enough drama to be a
MTV reality show.
I have to question whether we are
actually learning the experiences of
different people or if we are learning that
people who are different than us should
be seen as entertainment.
People have been fascinated with people
who are different from them from the early
days of the circus to modern reality television
shows. This comparison may seem extreme,
but what makes us different from back in the
day when people would come to “ooh” and
“aww” at a human being for being different?
According to Fox News, the president of

our culture?
Alana “Honey Boo Boo” Thompson and
her mom June “Mama June” Shannon of
“Honey Boo Boo” fame recently had an
interview with E! News to discuss Shannon’s
drastic weight loss. Shannon revealed that she
had to cover up her weight loss to the public.
She could not ruin her “Mama June” image
that was cultivated on the show even though
it was for the benefit of her health.
Never fear, her weight loss was showcased
in the third episode of her new show on WE
tv called “Mama June: From Not to Hot.”
Because a show all about a woman’s weight
is exactly what we need.
Now of course the stars of the show get
famous and let’s face it — they chose to
broadcast their lives to us. But they are only
famous, or better yet infamous, because we
are entertained by their lives and antics.
They are not seen and admired as celebrities.
They are marveled at for their peculiarities.

content for Discovery Communications and
former group president for the TLC network,
Marjorie Kaplan, once referred to the channel
as becoming a “freak show.”
“The further the brand went from being
The Learning Channel, the harder it got for
people to see the purpose,” Kaplan said.
It’s hard to believe that this channel has
purpose at all.
It’s also hard not to think that TLC’s shows
scream white privilege. Simply because
the majority of the shows they air detail
the lives of white families. The families
are living lifestyles that would most likely
be frowned upon if they weren’t white and
religious. Lifestyles like having 19 children
and marrying multiple women.
TLC does however have a new show that
stars an African-American woman. She
goes by Pooh and she is of course loud,
funny and in-charge.
Because that’s how America wants to view
their black women.
It’s not only TLC, there are many channels
that feature shows similar to these.
These shows do their job and capture
our attention, but what do they say about
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Jokin’ Around

What do you call a pile of
kittens?
Answer: a meowntain
What is it called when a
cat wins a dog show?
Answer:
A CAT-HAS-TROPHY!
Complete the grid so that every row, column
and 3x3 box contains every digit from 1 to 9
inclusively.
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ACROSS
. 1 Divination card
. 6 Central and Yosemite
11 Discouraging
answers
14 Tequila plant
15 Look forward to
16 Food morsel
17 Musical with a
double negative in
its title
19 61-61, e.g.
20 Keeps running at a
red light
21 One putting on a
play
23 Musical ensemble
26 Plant in many
cosmetics
28 Performed brilliantly
29 Alter ___ (secret
identity)
30 Pas’ counterparts
32 “The Simpsons”
bus driver
33 High school class
34 Pool sport
38 Joplin played it
40 Small pooches
43 They play while
people pray
45 Natty dresser
46 Orchestra instrument
48 Not him
49 Law grp.
50 Musical closings
52 Wrong, legally
55 :PUNLY2YPZ[VɈLYson
56 Walking in an
unsteady manner

58 Hospital employee
60 Actress Olivia d’___
of “Code Black”
61 “It’s a mystery for
everyone”
66 Egg-rich drink
67 Drum kit part
68 Absolutely perfect
69 “___ Legit to Quit”
70 One being nourished
71 “___ and Bess”
DOWN
. 1 Bronze in the sun
. 2 “Fourscore and
seven years ___ ...”
. 3 Operated
. 4 Football-shaped
. 5 Have an inclination
. 6 Group of judges
. 7 Incredible to behold
. 8 Alley rodent
. 9 /VII`ZOVWVɈLYings
10 Doesn’t delete,
after all
11 Stay close by
12 Familiarize, as with
new surroundings
13 Kind of sound
18 Pie ___ mode
22 Get ___ of (contact)
23 Polar creature
24 Uttar Pradesh city
25 :\ɈLYPUNMYVTH
lack of preparation
27 Count counterparts
31 Expectorated
34 Hair that’s spare
35 Indian wetnurse
36 Palindromic doctrine

37 Word with “black”
or “covert”
39 Good thing on
Halloween
41 Asian desert
42 Places to soak in
mud
44 Good discovery for
a miner
46 One eighth of a
circle
47 Toddler’s injury
51 Have a feeling
about
53 More likely to interrupt someone
54 Attempt
55 Japanese fencing
style
57 )HYYL[[VY1HɈL
59 Jump rope
62 Swing at curves
63 “ ___ the ramparts
...”
64 Move back and
forth, as a tail
65 Stone or Stallone
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Uber autonomous cars shouldn’t be trusted
JALENY REYES

STAFF WRITER
Living in the heart of the Silicon
Valley, it came as no surprise when
Uber announced early this month that it
would be launching autonomous or selfdriving cars.
Defined by Techopedia as “a vehicle
that can guide itself without human
conduction,” there has been plenty of talk
lately about these vehicles and whether
or not they are efficient.
After their fi rst attempt in December
2016, they were forced out of San
Francisco for not having the required
state permit.However, Uber announced
its self-driven cars would soon be return
to California.
According to NBC News, Uber has
filled out the necessary paperwork that
will allow them to get their autonomous
cars back on the road.
Though an announcement has not been
made as to when Uber’s self-driving cars
will be back on the road, it is suspected
that they may initially run the vehicles
for free.
NBC News said the vehicles were
“forced out of San Francisco last
December after refusing to get the

requisite state permit for its autonomous
vehicle test drive program.”
In addition, NBC News also said
that “Uber’s autonomous test fleet was
seen violating numerous traffic laws,
including running red lights and driving
into bicycle lanes.”
As much as I would like to wrap my
head around the idea that autonomous
cars would be efficient, there is plenty
of evidence that says otherwise.
It’s scary to think that soon these cars
will be strolling down nearby city streets.
I can barely trust other humans when
driving. I doubt having no human behind
the wheel would be any better.
In addition to the negative feedback
Uber has received from San Francisco
residents, they are also under legal
pressure from Google.
In a New York Times article from
March 10, it was said that “Waymo, the
self-driving car business spun out of
Google’s parent company last year, asked
a federal court on Friday to block Uber’s
work on a competing self-driving vehicle
that Waymo claimed could be using
stolen technology.”
Waymo began as Google’s self-driving
technology project in 2009 and has
since become an independent company.
According to its site, Waymo’s goal
in part is “working to make our roads
safer, free up people’s time and improve
mobility for everyone.”
The issue between Google and Uber
began after former Google executive,
Anthony Levandowski, left the company.
Soon after leaving, Levandowski
founded self-driving truck company

Problems with Uber’s
self-driving cars
Having to deal with
other human drivers on
the road

Trouble with bridges
(despite operating in a
city filled with them)

Obstacles that
“disapear” suddenly
confuse car

Extreme weather poses
issues for the cars

Plants confuse Uber’s
self-driving cars
Information gathered by
Business Insider
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Otto. Levandowski sold his company to
Uber for $680 million six months after
its founding.
This business deal led Google into
suing Uber and “accusing the ridehailing company of colluding with Mr.
Levandowski to steal crucial parts of
Waymo’s technology to accelerate its
development of autonomous vehicles,”
according to the New York Times.
NPR touched up on the same issue
saying that Uber and Otto have not been
available for comment.
On the other hand, Waymo spoke to
NPR about the issue.
In a recent statement the company said

that Levandowski took these actions
as “part of a concerted plan to steal
Waymo’s trade secrets and intellectual
property.”
Regardless of the legal issue between
Uber and Google, the lack of evidence
proving that autonomous cars are safe
and efficient leads me to believe that I
should avoid ever riding on one.
As long as these issues are not
improved, I plan on staying away from
these self-driven cars.
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“IMO,” there’s a time and place for text lingo

STAFF WRITER
Many spelling and grammatical errors
are constantly made in emails, resumes
and professional profiles. The younger
generations are getting a little too used to
abbreviating their words that they forget
how to talk or write professionally.
Let's start with emojis. If I was a
manager and my associates put smiley
faces in the emails, which is very
informal, I would be irritated. We want
to be as formal as we can in emails in a
professional place.
When we text our friends, we like
to abbreviate certain words including
because to “b/c” or “cuz,” with to “w/,”

you will overlook your resume very
quickly if you do not have the basics of
punctuation and capitalization down.
Being formal in emails will make your
potential employer feel better about
hiring you instead of feeling frustrated
trying to comprehend whatever you
were trying to write.

“

SATVIR SAINI

I love you to “ILY” and in my opinion
to “IMO.” Would you really use this
kind of language in an email for your
employer? Probably not. Unfortunately,
we sometimes don’t even realize we are
doing it because it has become almost
second nature.
We also use phrases like “LOL” or
“WTF” and sometimes use it while
having in-person conversations. Why
on Earth would you say “LOL,” while
talking to someone? “LOL” literally
means laugh out loud. When you say,
“laugh out loud,” and you aren’t laughing
out loud, it just doesn’t make sense.
Do we actually mean what we say
when using text lingo? When someone
texts “ROFL,” are they really rolling on
the floor laughing? Take a picture and
tweet it because we want to see.
As millennials we sometimes forget
how to use proper grammar while writing
an email. Or sometimes we forget to
capitalize “I” or spell out “You” at the
beginning of sentences because we are
so used to typing “i” or “u.”
Someone who is going to be hiring

“

When someone texts
“ROFL,” are they
really rolling on the
floor laughing? Take
a picture and tweet it
because we want to see.

The younger generations are so informal
with writing. According to the Pew
Research Center, many Americans would
rather text someone than calling them.
Online chats were a very big deal
growing up. I used to be super excited
to come home, sit on America Online
Instant Messenger (AIM) and talk to my

friends in the AIM chat rooms.
That was definitely a start to us using
shorthand words.
Not only is it about the abbreviations
in texting, it is more about phrases used
that really don’t make sense. Imagine
if you were in a corporate meeting,
briefing about an event the company
held. Instead of telling others how the
event was delightful or that it was a lot
of fun, what if you said, “That event was
lit.” You may get looked at in a very
strange way.
There are many places that don’t have
formal work rules, but the effect your
writing skills can have can really hit or
miss the reliability of the company.
Have fun while talking to friends and
family over text. Use your abbreviations
and emojis as much as you want to.
Just be careful it does not take over the
way you professionally write or talk.

Follow Satvir on Twitter
@satvirsaini_

Box-like metal death traps need to be stopped

JENNIFER BALLARDO

STAFF WRITER
I am terrified of elevators.
Trust me, I know this sounds absurd
and maybe even a bit laughable, but
hear me out.
I lived on the eleventh floor of Joe
West my freshman year at San Jose
State University. Joe West is part of the
on-campus dorm options for freshmen
known as the Classics.
One night I was returning to my room
alone and I waited for those silver doors
of death to open so I could step in.
The ride was smooth but once I reached
my floor the doors would not open.
I panicked and hit the alarm, but then
I remembered students pressed it all
the time to be funny or by accident,
so nobody would think something was
actually wrong.
The elevator began to ascend after
what felt like hours to the twelfth floor
and the doors opened. I ran out and
took the stairs down to my floor.
People have tried to help me get over this

fear by urging me to just take the elevator,
which by the way is not very helpful.
I once had a bellhop try to pull me
into an elevator while smiling and
laughing when he saw me waiting for
somebody to escort me up the stairs. It
was only when I started crying that he
gave up.
Of course there are statistics out there
that tell me that elevators are safe.
According to an LA Times article,
there is a fatality rate of 0.00000015
percent per elevator trip.
I don’t care what the statistics say, I am
convinced those things are deathtraps.
When people have phobias, no matter
how silly they may seem, they stem
from something real.
According to Psychology Today, the two
fears that help form a phobia of elevators
are claustrophobia and agoraphobia.
The first is a fear of enclosed spaces
that make you feel confined. The
second is a fear of places which might
cause panic.
People have accused me of lying
about my fear and told me that I was
being ridiculous.
But let me tell you, there is nothing
ridiculous about the panic attacks that
ensue if I step foot inside an elevator.
Ever since I was young, I have been
extremely nervous of being in small
spaces. I remember crawling through
those tunnels at Chuck E. Cheese’s and
being petrified.

Phobias thaat sound like thhey
shoulddn’t exist, but do
API
IPHOBIA
DENDROPHOBIA

a fear off trees

a fear of
of bees

f off open spaces
AGORAPHO
OBIA a fear
Infomat
ation gathered by Time
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According to Medical News Today,
phobias are an anxiety disorder to
which they said “if confronted with the
source of their phobia, the person will
suffer enormous distress, which can
interfere with their normal function …
it can sometimes lead to total panic.”
Medical News Today also reported
that there are real physical symptoms
that go along with phobias.
Some of the ones listed that I
experience
include
accelerated
heartbeat, hot flashes or chills, chest

tightness and dizziness.
While my fear may sound a bit
ludicrous, it’s something I actually
struggle with every day.
Everybody has something they are
afraid of, even Indiana Jones with his
phobia of snakes.
So leave me alone and let me take the stairs.

Follow Jennifer on Twitter
@jayembeee1
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SJSU overpowers Illinois State in 4-0 beatdown

DAVID TAUB | SPARTAN DAILY
Left: SJSU’s Marie Klocker locks eyes on the ball as she prepares to volley it back over the net in her match against Illinois State last Thursday.
Right: San Jose State senior Marie Klocker is one win away from the Spartans’ all-time win record.

BY DAVID TAUB
STAFF WRITER
San Jose State’s women’s tennis team extended its win
streak to three matches in a 4-0 win over Illinois State last
Thursday at the Almaden Valley Athletic Club.
The win was because of decisive play out of the bottom
and middle of the Spartan lineup.
The Spartans (7-4) got two wins out of their No. 2 and
3 doubles teams made up of Miyo Kobayashi and Tamara
Culibrk and Gaelle Rey and Marine Dans, respectively.
Kobayashi and Culibrk dominated Redbirds Valerija
Gercar & Andrea Beneroso 6-0.
Rey and Dans then took down Jana Kustkova and
Gabriela Sprague to take the 1-0 lead over the Redbirds
heading into singles play.
“At the beginning of the semester we were struggling to
finish the points so then we got that and we were able to
finish the points,” Kobayashi said. “We were aggressive.”
The aggressive play continued for Kobayashi, Rey
and Dans as they each won their singles matches in
straight sets.
Culibrk started things off right by shutting out Kustkova.
Rey faced off against Illinois State’s Beneroso and

defeated her 6-1 in both sets of her match.
“When I started my singles match I was feeling confident
because of my doubles [match],” Rey said. “I was really
motivated and into it.”
Then to clinch the singles round and the match for SJSU,
Kobayashi lined up across the net against Gercar for the
second time of the day and defeated her 6-0 and 6-1.
“We have a lot of depth,” head coach Chad Skorupka
said. “I’ve been saying it all year with our three seniors.
Obviously, you can see the results at No. 4, 5 and 6 [singles].
Any team we play up high, they’re going to be strong. We
saw that with the No. 1 and 2 double scores.”
Rey switched places in the lineup with Kobayashi moving
from the fifth to the sixth spot and the move paid off for
the Spartans.
Rey was able to snap a six-match losing streak in
singles play. She simultaneously moved to fourth place
on SJSU women’s tennis wins list with 129 and passed
up Chau Truong.
SJSU’s No. 1 Sybille Gauvain and No. 2 Marie
Klocker, Gauvain’s doubles teammate, might as well
have stayed home as both their doubles and singles
matches went unfinished.

INFOGRAPHIC BY LISA PRINCIPI | PHOTO BY KAVIN MISTRY

Because of the stoppages, Klocker was not given
the chance to break the SJSU all-time wins record
on Thursday.
Klocker was disappointed she did not get the chance to
finish her matches and will have to wait until this Friday to
break the record against Cal State Fullerton.
“I don’t like clinching,” Klocker said. “It’s frustrating.
The only time it’s nice is when you’re losing and then you
hope your teammates win so you don’t lose.”
Skorupka said that Gauvain and Klocker missed some
opportunities in their doubles match that could have gave
them the win.
“They [Gauvain and Klocker] missed probably five,
six or seven break points that they earned,” Skorupka
said. “If you want to get that ‘W’ in doubles you have
to take advantage of it and unfortunately they got off to
a slow start.”
The Spartans will need all the confidence they can
muster from this three-match win streak as they will face
off against a 12-1 Cal State Fullerton team on Friday,
March 24 at 12 p.m. at the Almaden Valley Athletic Club.
Follow David on Twitter
@davidtaub3
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NO-HITTER

Strong pitching secures series win for Spartans
BY SATVIR SAINI
STAFF WRITER

KAVIN MISTRY | THE SPEAR (File image)
San Jose State ace Katelyn Linford is 13-3 on the season with a 1.97 ERA.

SJSU softball won a three game series in Stockton this
past weekend against the University of Nevada, Reno.
The Spartans (19-10, 2-1 MW) won the ﬁrst two games
on Friday and Saturday against the Wolfpack (15-12,
1-2 MW). The second game was a historic win for the
Spartans. Not only did they win the game 8-0, but senior
pitcher Katelyn Linford threw a no-hitter in the series.
SJSU softball has not had a no-hitter in 12 years.
“I had to throw spins to make them hit the ball at weak
places and have my ﬁelders help me out,” said senior
pitcher Katelyn Linford in a postgame interview. “I’m
glad I can help my team out. They gave me a lot of runs
today so they were helping me out to making the game
shorter. I went out and worked with Letty after the third
inning and I felt a lot better.”
Linford, who has pitched 106.2 innings so far this
season, added that she felt more comfortable after
practicing with the team’s assistant coach Letty
Olivarez. The Wolfpack struck out with three players at
the top of the fourth inning with Linford pitching during
the second game.
“She wasn’t sharp early but she settled in nicely and
worked out her issues,” said head coach Peter Turner
in the postgame interview. “We’re going to ride her
like a wave and surf this thing out. I’m really proud
of Lynie. She’s having a great year [and] I wish I had
her for four more.”
The ﬁrst game on Friday ended 2-0 in favor of SJSU.
The ﬁrst run was knocked in with two RBI’s. First in the

bottom of the third by Makayla Englestad and a second
run in the bottom of the sixth by Chelsea Jenner.
In the bottom of the second inning in Saturday’s game,
Casey Watt picked up two RBIs with Emma Entzminger
and Jenner with a double and Georgia Blair hit a
homerun bottom of the third.
With the bases loaded in the bottom of the fourth
inning, Brittany Abacherli doubled to left center, driving
in Watt, Entzminger and Jenner. The inning ended with
a run scored by Abacherli. The eighth run was scored by
a homerun from Jenner in the bottom of the ﬁfth inning.
The series ﬁnale ended with a loss for the Spartans,
6-2. Blair and Cassidy Clark scored the two runs made
in the bottom of the sixth inning.
“It’s always critical to win the series [but] we are
going to have to sweep somewhere down the line to win
this conference,” Turner said in a postgame interview.
“I think they played well [but] the homerun that they
made that at our ballpark at home or at least at Mission
college — it wouldn’t have gone out. But you play the
ﬁelds you’re in.”
The next two games will be the ﬁrst at home for the
Spartans this season as they have been using the space
at Mission College to practice when they are not at the
home ﬁeld at SJSU.
A double-header with Princeton is scheduled for
March 23 in Santa Clara with the ﬁrst pitch at 12 p.m.
and the following game’s at 2 p.m.

Follow Satvir on Twitter
@satvirsaini_
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The San Jose State softball team is 19-10 so far this season with 24 games to go but has been relying heavily on senior pitcher Katelyn Linford who has pitched in 22 of 29 games and started 15 of 22.

SAN JOSE STATE BASEBALL
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0 6 0 0 0 0 0 6 X 12 15 2
9-10 (0-3)

WP: AROBIO (2-0)

EXTRA BASE HITS

LP: TOVAR (1-2)

S: SCHALCH (1)

NEXT GAME
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THURSDAY, MARCH 23
HONOLULU, HAWAI’I - 9:35 PM
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